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About This Game

Bard to the Future is a side scrolling 2D platformer which follows a medieval battlebard as he finds a time machine, meets two
LARPers and ends up in a race against a time travelling cyborg pirate to discover a lost treasure.

Players will have to jump and powerslide through several time periods to complete the journey. Each time period brings new
environmental factors, unique enemies and varying difficulty - from the slippery grounds of the Ice Age to the resurrected

mummies of Ancient Egypt.

Enjoy Bard to the Future's unique sound track, immersive story and lovable characters in a comical Story Mode adventure - or
try a speedy play-through in Time Trial mode.

Features

Story Mode - spanning 7 time periods and 26 levels!

Time Trial Mode across all levels!
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Challenging Boss fights!

Steam Cloud Save

Original Soundtrack and voice work!
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Title: Bard to the Future
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Battlebard Games
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2015
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bard to the future

Words fail the pure sadistic rage of the bugs we have encountered. Even by restarting the game, the bugs continue to stay
throughout. The walls. How do I put this. Sometimes, there are none. Spears and tridents fly and fly and fly and fly and then
when someone gets up, you will die if you do not "pounce" to the ground immediately after releasing these atrocities from hell.
Another problem seems to be the uh, "trajectory" of these flying objects. My body is a magnet and metal sears through my core.
More often than not, objects will target you out like a magnet to metal. (See what i did there). They will not stop until someone
is dead. The "short sword," not sure on actual name, has the range of a spear or any weapon of similar length. It does not seem to
make contact but some magical blast of energy knocks ya on ya bum. and then you die. Jeremy entered a rage induced coma,
but very good game otherwise, hilarious even if not the intent. 10/10 but fix some bugs please for the love of all things holy it
can only help.. The game is really annoy when socialising with a bunch of annoy survivors. I don't know what I'm playing or why
I keep getting achievements, but I know it's something I must do somehow and quitting is not an option.. Most of the puzzles are
simple but some of them took me a while. Enjoyable graphic, music and gameplay. I like tetrislook pieces if you are bored and
want to try something simplier this game is for you. +/-6h to get 100% achievs.. Concept is somewhat boring, no major
difference between this and those Hole.io games.. It's a prototype, but it got cool ideas, need to try the chapter games :O 7/10
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Wow....Five Interesting Airfields included!. I can give a buy recommendation for all dlcs, but they are not necessary at all costs..
this game i want my money back and i wasted money on this and time. very quick review after a very quick go, realise not
played for long. The problem I have is I bought this for the multi player option that The Gold Club VR doesn't have. But the
golf club is a much much better golfing experience. After playing that today then switching to this, really disapointed. I would
not recommend.. What can I say? It's my baby, my home, my life, my love. It's good, buy it.. This is pretty awesome.

At least in the tutorial you feel incredibly powerful; it slacks off a little bit but the game is awesome.

I'll extend my review after I've played more, but so far so good; really enjoying this.

There have been lots of 'omg too cool' moments.. Bearing in mind that this is the first offering since Beat, the software is
looking very positive. Added my Movies and TV shows from the deck. I'd like to see more options with regard to the different
libraries that I have, and a few simple tidy ups. The interface works pretty well, although it took a few minutes to get used to
"flinging" the DVD case like film at the TV to run it. I'd like to see how well it does with side by side, but I'll get around to that
at some point.

Some added functionality would make this a really nice option while the wife is watching her TV.

Liking the first release though.. Exactly the same as the other two but with different colours.
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